
Imprivata can help optimize your Epic Foundation System Refuel project and drive a faster return on your 
investment.  

An Epic Refuel initiative is designed to improve IT efficiency and future operational processes such as 
upgrades and adding new functionality. A refocus on Epic’s Foundation System could also result in higher 
Gold Stars and Honor Roll ratings. 

Whether you are a long-time Epic user looking to optimize, or are a newer Epic customer looking to 
expand, Imprivata can help you succeed. We partner with you during your Epic Refuel/Optimization project 
and achieve faster time to value through seamless integration across Epic modules and workflows.  With 
Imprivata, you can drive greater user adoption and increase clinical productivity, which enables the use 
of more Epic capabilities, reduces clinical frustration and burnout, and ultimately helps improve patient 
outcomes.  
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Foundation System Refuel project 
Increase clinical efficiency across Epic workflows and modules, 
drive operational and IT efficiencies, and achieve a faster return 
on your investment in Epic 
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Imprivata delivers these and other capabilities form a single platform, which reduces total cost of 
ownership, simplifies ongoing management, and creates a consistent workflow experience for users. 
Imprivata also has deep expertise in Epic workflows and capabilities across our clinical leadership, 
implementation services, and managed services organizations, helping you tailor the Imprivata solution set 
to best meet your specific needs.  

To learn more about how Imprivata can help you successfully complete your Epic Foundation System 
Refuel project and maximize your investment in Epic, please contact your Imprivata account team. 

Specifically, Imprivata helps optimize Epic and helps 
you get the most value from your investment across 
several key focus areas: 

• Fast, secure badge-tap access to Epic on 
traditional and shared workstations, which 
eliminates repetitive, manual entry of usernames 
and passwords to save clinicians time (45 
minutes or more per shift) while maintaining 
security and protecting patient privacy 

• Integration with more than 60 Epic 
authentication contexts to replace passwords 
with fast, familiar badge-tap user authentication 
to complete medication administration, 
anesthesiology attestation, break the glass, 
witnessing, prescribing, and many other 
workflows 

• Support Specialty Narrator initiatives by 
allowing badge tap for arrivals and departures 
of attendees during critical events such as code, 
sedation, and trauma 

• The most complete solution for electronic 
prescriptions for controlled substances 
(EPCS) to meet DEA requirements while 
delivering the fastest possible signing 
workflow for providers; this includes fingerprint 
biometrics, phone-based token, and Hands 
Free Authentication 

• Fast access to shared iOS and Android 
devices as well as password autofill into Epic 
Rover to drive mobility initiatives and bring care 
to the bedside 

• Unique-to-Imprivata integration with Epic 
Canto and Haiku EPCS workflows to enable 
fast, DEA-compliant EPCS ordering from a 
personal mobile device, as well as the ability to 
re-enroll when a provider obtains a new device 

• Comprehensive identity management to give 
all Epic users day-one access to the specific 
modules and workflows they need based on 
their role  

Imprivata, the digital identity company for healthcare, provides identity, authentication, and access 
management solutions that are purpose-built to solve healthcare’s unique workflow, security, and 
compliance challenges.

For more information, please contact us at 1 781 674 2700 
or visit us online at www.imprivata.com
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